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Abstract
Introduction Postoperative delirium is a serious and
common complication in older adults following total joint
arthroplasties (TJA). It is associated with increased risk of
postoperative complications, mortality, length of hospital
stay and postdischarge institutionalisation. Thus, it has
a negative impact on the health-related quality of life
of the patient and poses a large economic burden. This
study aims to characterise the incidence of postoperative
delirium following TJA in the South East Asian population
and investigate any risk factors or associated outcomes.
Methods and analysis This is a single-centre
prospective observational study recruiting patients
between 65 and 90 years old undergoing elective total
knee arthroplasty or total hip arthroplasty. Exclusion
criteria included patients with clinically diagnosed
dementia. Preoperative and intraoperative data will be
obtained prospectively. The primary outcome will be
the presence of postoperative delirium assessed using
the Confusion Assessment Method on postoperative
days 1, 2 and 3 and day of discharge. Other secondary
outcomes assessed postoperatively will include hospital
outcomes, pain at rest, knee and hip function, healthrelated quality of life and Postoperative Morbidity
Survey-defined morbidity. Data will be analysed to
calculate the incidence of postoperative delirium.
Potential risk factors and any associated outcomes of
postoperative delirium will also be determined.
Ethics and dissemination This study has been
approved by the Singapore General Hospital Institutional
Review Board (SGH IRB) (CIRB Ref: 2017/2467) and is
registered on the ClinicalTrials.gov registry (Identified:
NCT03260218). An informed consent form will be signed
by all participants before recruitment and translators
will be made available to non-English-speaking
participants. The results of this study will be presented
at international conferences and submitted to a peerreviewed journal. The data collected will also be made
available in a public data repository.
Trial registration number NCT03260218.

Introduction
Delirium is a neurocognitive disorder characterised by a disturbance in attention, level of

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This study is the first to evaluate the incidence of

postoperative delirium in the elderly above 65 years
old following total knee arthroplasty and total hip
arthroplasty in Singapore.
►► Association of variables to occurrence of
postoperative delirium that have not been well
studied such as handgrip strength, STOP-Bang score
and long-term outcomes including knee function
and health-related quality of life will be analysed.
►► The Confusion Assessment Method will be used,
which is a gold standard measure for detection of
delirium.
►► The study is conducted in a single centre in
Singapore which may limit the generalisability of the
results of the study.
►► Delirium will be only assessed once a day, and the
presence of delirium may be missed due to the
fluctuating nature of the condition.

consciousness and cognition, in which symptoms are acute in onset and may fluctuate
in severity throughout the day.1 Delirium
is a common perioperative complication
in older adults following total joint arthroplasty (TJA). The incidence of postoperative delirium following TJA may be as high
as 17%,2 although there are no data from
the South East Asian population, exposing a
knowledge gap.
Patients with delirium after any surgery
have an increased risk of major postoperative
complications and increased mortality.3 4 They
also experience significantly longer hospital
stay and are at increased risk of subsequent
postdischarge institutionalisation,4–6 which
increases total procedural cost.7 With the
demand of total hip arthroplasty (THA)
expected to rise by almost twofold and that
for total knee arthroplasty (TKA) by almost
sevenfold by 2030,8 postoperative delirium
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be screened for eligibility. A minimum age of 65 years old
was chosen to be recruited based on the original study
which developed and validated Confusion Assessment
Method (CAM).13 Exclusion criteria include patients who
are unable to give their own consent for the surgery and
anaesthesia. Patients with clinically diagnosed dementia
will also be excluded from the study as they are deemed
not to have capacity for consent.
All eligible patients will be identified from the appointment list of attendees of the preoperative evaluation clinic
(PEC) at SGH where the patients attend for preoperative
assessment and counselling by the anaesthetists. Patients
between 65 and 90 years old undergoing TKA or THA
will be approached and invited to enrol into the study.
Informed consent will be obtained then.
Preoperative data
We will collect the patients’ baseline characteristics
preoperatively. This will allow for the identification of risk
factors or correction of confounding factors during the
analysis of the results.

Study population
Patients aged between 65 and 90 undergoing elective
total joint (hip or knee) replacement surgery in SGH will

Data on cognitive status
Before the operation, each patient will be interviewed to
assess their baseline cognitive status. The Mini–Mental
State Examination (MMSE) will be used, which is an
11-question screening tool used to evaluate the cognitive aspects of mental function.14 It measures domains
of cognitive function including memory, attention,
language, praxis and visuospatial ability. A score of 0–30
can be obtained with higher values denoting better cognitive function. A score of <24 suggests cognitive impairment. The test was adapted for use in Singapore, and
the changes and reasons for the changes are shown in
the table in online supplementary file 1. In addition, the
test will be administered in English, Chinese or Malay,
according to the language the participant is most wellversed in. The Chinese version of MMSE that will be
used was previously validated in Shanghai15 and in Singapore.16 The Malay version of MMSE that will be used was
developed by translation from the English version. The
Chinese and Malay versions of MMSE have similar test
questions and are scored the same way as the English
version, but there are some differences shown in online
supplementary file 2. However, a recent study in Singapore has shown that there were significant ethnic differences in unadjusted MMSE scores using the different
versions of MMSE. These differences were not eliminated
after accounting for known correlates of MMSE performance such as socioeconomic status, comorbid illnesses,
functional health status and health-related behaviours.17
The CAM will also be performed prior to the operation
to obtain the patient’s baseline score. CAM is a screening
instrument for delirium intended for use by non-psychiatrically trained clinicians based on the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-III-R
criteria.18 It involves an interview where delirium can
be diagnosed using the CAM algorithm based on four
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Methods and analysis
Study design
The Institutional Review Board approval was obtained
(SingHealth CIRB 2017/2467) prior to starting the study.
This is a single-centre, prospective observational study
conducted at a tertiary public hospital in Singapore
(Singapore General Hospital (SGH)). SGH is the largest
hospital in Singapore with 1597 beds in 2013.11 A total
of 1500 TKA surgeries were performed in SGH in 2007,
accounting for 65% of all TKA surgeries in Singapore.12
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is likely to become a significant health and economic
burden. However, the impact of delirium on outcomes
after TJA has not been well reported, identifying a
potential knowledge gap. Furthermore, due to these
various negative outcomes of postoperative delirium, it is
important to characterise the risk factors associated with
postoperative delirium. Older age has been reported as
one of the most important risk factors for developing postoperative delirium.9 10 According to an existing study, the
average age of the population undergoing TJA is 71 years,
and majority of patients are 65 years or older (81.3% for
total knee replacement and 69.5% for total hip replacement).7 Thus, the population under study is particularly at risk to postoperative delirium. Other important
predisposing risk factors include pre-existing cognitive
impairment, poor physical status and alcohol abuse.5 9 10
While these are common risk factors for the TJA population, few studies have investigated if these risk factors
also predispose to postoperative delirium following TJA
specifically. There is a need to investigate the presence of
other risk factors particular to TJA, especially if any are
modifiable. As most of such operations are elective, there
may be an opportunity to address the modifiable risk
factors to optimise the patient prior to the surgery or to
implement perioperative management strategies to mitigate the negative outcomes of postoperative delirium.
Given the limited knowledge on the incidence, risk
factors and outcomes of postoperative delirium in
the South East Asian population, together with the
increasing number of older adults undergoing TJA, this
study’s primary aim is to characterise the incidence of
delirium among older adults undergoing elective TJA.
Our secondary aim is to identify risk factors of postoperative delirium following elective TJA among the elderly,
including demography, comorbidities, clinical laboratory
data and drugs used in the perioperative period. Our final
aim is to investigate the impact of postoperative delirium
on the immediate and longer term postoperative recovery
after TJA. Identifying such risk factors and associated clinical or functional outcomes may be important in guiding
perioperative care of prospective patients undergoing
TJA.
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criteria: (1) acute onset or fluctuating course; (2) inattention; (3) disorganised thinking; and (4) altered level
of consciousness, as can be seen in figure 1. Delirium is
said to be present if criteria 1 and 2 and either of 3 or
4 are present. CAM has a sensitivity of 94%–100%, specificity of 90%–95% and high interobserver reliability.13
This enables a new case of delirium in the postoperative
period to be detected.
Other data
Sensory impairment will be assessed during the preoperative interviews. Patients will be asked to wear their visual
or hearing aids during these interviews. A patient will be
considered to have visual or hearing impairment if the
research member conducting the interview is unable to
perform the interview normally due to the sensory impairment, such as raising his/her voice for a patient with
impaired hearing. The preoperative MMSE assessment
provides a useful tool in assessing for visual impairment
as it has several vision-dependent items (naming objects,
following a written command, instructions to handle a
piece of paper, writing a sentence, copying a diagram).19
The grip strength of each patient will also be measured
using the JAMAR Plus+ Digital Hand Dynamometer
(Sammons Preston, Bolingbrook, IL). Hand dynamometry has acceptable reliability and validity for measurement of grip strength,20 which can serve as an indicator of
muscle function and physical fitness. The normative value
of handgrip strength for elderly in Singapore has recently
been published, decreasing from 18.6 and 29.3 kg for
women and men, respectively, in the 65–69 age group to
12.4 and 18.5 kg in the 85+ age group.21
The patient baseline characteristics will be obtained
from the medical records. All perioperative data will
be prospectively entered into the Research Electronic

Data Capture (REDCap) database. This will include
data regarding patient’s demographics, smoking history,
alcohol history, pre-existing medical conditions and
preoperative medications.
Each patient will also be rated preoperatively by an anaesthesiologist in the PEC based on the American Society of
Anaesthesiologists physical status classification.22 It is a
scale from 1 to 5, where 1 represents a completely healthy
fit patient and 5 represents a moribund patient who is not
expected to live 24 hours with or without surgery. For our
analysis, we will be calculating each patient’s perioperative
risk based on the Charlson Comorbidity Index.23 Nineteen different comorbid medical conditions are assigned
weights of 1, 2, 3 and 6 according to the degree to which
they predicted mortality, and the sum of these values
gives the final score. It is a valid method of estimating risk
of mortality resulting from comorbidities.24 The STOPBang score will also be calculated for each patient. The
STOP-Bang questionnaire was a good screening tool for
diagnosing obstructive sleep apnoea, with a sensitivity of
89.0% and accuracy of 79.1%.25 Preoperative laboratory
results, including data about haemoglobin or creatinine
level, will also be collected.
Preoperative baseline functional scores for TKA
(Oxford Knee Score (OKS), Knee Society Function
Score (KSFS) and Knee Society Knee Score (KSKS)) and
for THA (Harris Hip Score (HHS) and Parker Mobility
Score (PMS)) will be obtained from the patient by trained
staff at the Orthopaedic Diagnostic Centre (ODC). These
assessments will be further discussed in the ‘Postoperative
data’ section.
The preoperative data collection form (DCF) can be
seen in online supplementary file 3.
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Figure 1 Confusion Assessment Method (CAM) criteria: at least one criterion on each of the three rows must be met for a
positive result.
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Short-term secondary outcomes
Postoperative complications will be assessed by the
Postoperative Morbidity Survey (POMS). This is a
9-point survey that can be easily used by clinicians to
characterise short-term postoperative morbidity in
their respective settings.26 It is designed to only identify morbidity of a type and severity that could prolong
length of stay (LOS). Using POMS, postoperative
morbidity outcomes can be dichotomised into two categories—the absence and presence of morbidity. The
POMS instrument can be seen in online supplementary
file 4. POMS will be assessed on PODs 3, 5, 8 and 15,
as recommended by the original literature.26 It has also
been reported to have good inter-rater reliability and
acceptability to patients.27
In addition, the Comprehensive Complication
Index (CoCI) will also be used to assess postoperative
complications, which is based on the widely established
Clavien-Dindo classification. The score is the sum of
all complications attributable to a single procedure,
weighted according to their respective severities. The
index thus integrates the severity of all major and minor
postoperative complications in a patient, minimising the
risk of ignoring minor complications. The score ranges
from 0 (no complications) to 100 (death).28 The CoCI
will be assessed on the day of discharge and POD 30. It is
more sensitive than other existing traditional endpoints
to detect treatment effects on postoperative morbidity.28
Other postoperative outcomes that will be obtained
include postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV),
LOS and 30-day readmission rates. A 30-day readmission
is defined as readmission within 30 days of initial admission. The reason for readmission will also be obtained.

Long-term secondary outcomes
Longer term outcomes such as functional and health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) outcomes will also be
recorded by the ODC total joint registry at 6 months,
1 year, 2 years and 5 years postoperatively. The ODC tracks
clinical outcome measures during preoperative and postoperative functional assessments of the patients in SGH.
Their total joint registry contains data about outcomes
from knee and hip arthroplasties.
For patients undergoing TKA, knee function will be
measured using the new KSKS and KSFS.29 The physician-derived KSKS measures alignment, stability, joint
motion and symptoms experienced. The patient-derived
KSFS evaluates use of walking aids and supports, ability
to complete standard activities of daily living and discretionary activities. The KSKS and KSFS each range from
0 (worst) to 100 (best). Both provide a validated rating
of the functional outcome of the patient and knee prosthesis after TKA.30 In addition, the OKS31 will also be
used, which is a 12-item, patient-assessed questionnaire
designed specifically for use in patients undergoing TKA.7
It assesses an individual’s pain and physical disability.
Each item is scored from 1 (least difficulty/severity) to 5
(most difficulty/severity), and individual item scores are
summed to yield an overall score ranging from 12 (no pain
or limitation) to 60 (severe pain or limitation). A lower
OKS indicates a better outcome. It has good reliability,
construct and content validity, and sensitivity to clinically
important changes over time.31 32 It correlates strongly
with pain but less with postoperative functioning.33
For patients undergoing THA, hip function will be
measured using the HHS.34 The HHS is a clinician-based
tool to assess the outcomes of hip surgery such as THA. It
contains four subscales—pain severity, function, absence
of deformity and range of motion. The total score ranges
from 0 (worst) to 100 (best). It showed high validity
and reliability when used to study the clinical outcome
of THA.35 Hip function will also be measured using the
PMS.36 A score of 1 represents a patient who does not
require a walking aid and has no restriction in walking
distance, while a score of 10 represents a patient who is
mostly bedbound. It is reliable and a valid predictor of
in-hospital and long-term outcomes.36–38 Outcomes for
THA will only be recorded at 6 months and 2 years, unlike
the other long-term secondary outcomes.
HRQoL will be assessed based on the 36-Item Short
Form Health Survey (SF-36)39 to obtain a baseline score.
It consists of 36 questions categorised into eight domains
(physical functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due to
physical health problems, role limitations due to personal
or emotional problems, emotional well-being, social functioning, energy/fatigue and general health perceptions).
This instrument is shown in online supplementary file 5.
Higher scores indicate better health status and quality of
life.
Days alive and out of hospital (DAOH) will also be determined for each patient at 1, 6 and 12 months to assess the
overall impact of postoperative delirium on morbidity
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Postoperative data
Primary outcome
The primary outcome will be the presence of postoperative delirium following TJA. Each patient will be assessed
for delirium on postoperative days (POD) 1, 2 and 3 in the
wards at 07:00 as well as the day of discharge. Delirium will
not be evaluated on POD 0 due to difficulty in differentiating delirium from the effects of residual anaesthesia.
CAM will be used to detect postoperative delirium and
delirium severity. Delirium is said to be present if the
patient meets the CAM criteria for any of the postoperative assessments. Patients assessed to have delirium will be
referred to the psychiatrists for a formal diagnosis based
on the DSM-V criteria and for further management.
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Intraoperative data
Data regarding the surgery will be collected. Intraoperative data include type of arthroplasty performed (TKA or
THA), type of anaesthesia (spinal, general or other anaesthesia), use of femoral nerve block, intraoperative drug
use, tourniquet time, intra-articular injections and blood
transfusion (number of pints transfused). Occurrence
of hypotension, which is defined as a mean arterial pressure <60 mm Hg, and its duration will also be recorded.

Open Access

and mortality. DAOH will be calculated based on death
date (if present) and duration of all subsequent hospitalisations until the follow-up date. This will be recorded as
a percentage by dividing the DAOH by the total potential
follow-up period, which is the time period between the
operation and the respective dates of follow-up (1, 6 and
12 months). %DAOH is a useful measure as it emphasises
the deaths occurring early in follow-up and takes into
account the severity (duration) of any hospitalisation.40
Postoperative risk factors
Other postoperative data will be collected as variables for
risk factors.
Postoperative pain at rest will be evaluated using the
pain visual analogue scale during the same visit as CAM on
PODs 1, 2 and 3. Each patient will score pain experienced
at rest on a scale, with 0=no pain and 10=maximum pain.
Sensory impairment will also be assessed during the
postoperative interviews similar to the preoperative
assessments.
The postoperative DCF can be seen in online supplementary file 6.
The flow chart shown in figure 2 depicts a patient’s
journey starting from enrolment in the PEC.
Abdullah HR, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e019426. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-019426

Data management
Patient data will be kept confidential throughout the
study. All electronic study data entry, storage and analysis
will be done according to institutional data security policy
using password-protected data in secure systems.
The patient data collected will be deidentified and the
key kept securely separated with access limited to principal investigator and coinvestigators. A study-related
identification number given to each patient will be used
on the case report form. Research members will enter the
deidentified data into the REDCap tool hosted on a secure
server at SGH.36 The hard copy of the research data will
be securely stored within the department. The soft copy
of research data will be saved in a password-protected file
and will be stored in institution-approved login-protected
system and encrypted hard drive. Only study members
will have access to the data.
Power and sample size calculations
The primary aim of the study is to characterise the incidence of postoperative delirium following TJA, which is
estimated at around 10% based on existing literature.2
Using this estimate, 150 patients are enough to detect the
5
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Figure 2 Flow chart depicting a patient’s timeline during the study. CAM, Confusion Assessment Method; CoCI,
Comprehensive Complication Index; DAOH, days alive and out of hospital; HHS, Harris Hip Score; HRQoL, health-related
quality of life; KSFS, Knee Society Function Score; KSKS, Knee Society Knee Score; MMSE, Mini–Mental State Examination;
OKS, Oxford Knee Score; PEC, preoperative evaluation clinic; PMS, Parker Mobility Score; POD, postoperative day; POMS,
Postoperative Morbidity Survey; SF-36, 36-Item Short Form Health Survey; THA, total hip arthroplasty; TJA, total joint
arthroplasty; TKA, total knee arthroplasty; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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Statistical analyses
The incidence of postoperative delirium following TJA
using the standard formula—the number of patients
diagnosed to have postoperative delirium divided by
the total number of patients in the study, and the result
expressed as a percentage.
Potential risk factors of postoperative delirium will
also be identified by comparing the perioperative data
recorded between the patients with and without postoperative delirium. Data will first be summarised using
descriptive statistics including mean, SD, median, range
and frequency tables. Univariate analyses will then
be used to identify the differences between the two
groups. Data of continuous variables will be compared
using the Student’s t-test (normally distributed data) or
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (not normally distributed
data). Data of categorical variables will be compared by
Pearson’s Χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test.
The variables which are statistically significant or
close to significant (P value <0.05 or <0.1) between the
two groups of patients will then be selected for inclusion in a multivariate logistic regression model. This
will determine the independent predictors of postoperative delirium. The final model will be determined
by sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis can help
us to understand the contribution of each parameter
to the model outputs, investigate which parameter will
have the biggest influence and then refine the model to
obtain the final model which is statistically and clinically
meaningful. OR will be used to describe the correlation
of them with postoperative delirium.
Postoperative outcomes which are associated with
the incidence of postoperative delirium will also be
examined by comparing patients with and without
postoperative delirium. The postoperative POMS
score, CoCI score, incidence of PONV, LOS, incidence
of 30-day readmission and %DAOH will be similarly
compared using Student’s t-test and Pearson’s Χ2 test as
appropriate.
For the long-term postoperative outcomes,
the
median
postoperative
SF-36
for
each
domain, KSKS, KSFS, OKS, HHS and PMS
scores applicable at 6 months, 1 year, 2 years and
5 years will be compared with the median preoperative baseline scores using the Wilcoxon matched pairs
signed-rank test. The tests with a change greater than
the minimally clinically important difference (MCID)
6

will be identified. The MCID values for each test will
be obtained from the pre-existing literature. These
variables will then be analysed by analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) to identify the predictors of the long-term
postoperative test scores. All predictor variables will be
incorporated into the multivariate ANCOVA model.
Analyses will be performed separately for the various
tests that demonstrated changes greater than MCID.
Ethics and dissemination
This study has been approved by the Singapore General
Hospital Institutional Review Board (SGH IRB) (CIRB
Ref: 2017/2467) and is registered on the ClinicalTrials.
gov registry (Identified: NCT03260218). In the event of
any important protocol modifications, all investigators,
SGH IRB and trial participants will be notified.
The results of this study will be presented at international conferences and submitted to a peer-reviewed
journal. The data collected will also be made available
in a public data repository.
All eligible participants will be approached by the
research assistant during their visit to the PEC. They
will be given an explanation about the study, a patient
information sheet and a consent form. They will then
be given an ample time to consider if they would like to
participate in the study. They will also be allowed to ask
questions freely. If the participant expresses an interest
to participate in the study, a written consent will be
obtained. The consent forms are in English. However,
participants from non-English-speaking backgrounds
will be provided a translator. For illiterate participants,
an accompanying family member will be approached to
verify and witness the consent process.
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incidence with a precision of 5% and confidence level of
95%.
However, this study will also aim to detect potential factors which may be correlated to postoperative
delirium by logistic regression. Thus, we will target to
recruit 500 patients such that we are able to investigate
the risk factors and associated outcomes of postoperative delirium using multiple logistic models while minimising the limitation of a small number of events of
postoperative delirium.
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